
A Comprehensive Guide to Raising, Breeding,
and Caring for Nigerian Dwarf Goats
Nigerian Dwarf goats are a popular breed of miniature goat that is known
for its friendly disposition, small size, and high milk production. These goats
are well-suited for small farms and homesteads, and they can make great
pets as well. If you are interested in raising Nigerian Dwarf goats, it is
important to do your research and learn as much as you can about their
care and management. This guide will provide you with everything you
need to know to get started.
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Housing

Nigerian Dwarf goats are relatively easy to care for, but they do have some
specific housing requirements. They need a clean, dry, and well-ventilated
shelter that is protected from the elements. The shelter should be large
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enough to accommodate all of the goats comfortably, and it should have a
separate area for sleeping and kidding.

In addition to a shelter, Nigerian Dwarf goats also need access to a pasture
or other outdoor area where they can graze. The pasture should be fenced
to keep the goats in and predators out. The fence should be at least 4 feet
tall, and it should be buried at least 6 inches underground to prevent the
goats from digging out.

Feeding

Nigerian Dwarf goats are browsers, which means that they eat a variety of
plants. They prefer to eat grasses, but they will also eat leaves, twigs, and
bark. In addition to browse, Nigerian Dwarf goats also need access to hay
and grain. Hay provides them with fiber, and grain provides them with
energy.

The amount of hay and grain that you feed your goats will depend on their
age, weight, and activity level. A good rule of thumb is to feed them 2-3% of
their body weight in hay per day, and 1-2% of their body weight in grain per
day.

Breeding

Nigerian Dwarf goats can be bred year-round, but the best time to breed
them is in the fall or winter. This will give the kids time to grow and mature
before the hot summer months.

The gestation period for Nigerian Dwarf goats is about 150 days. After the
kids are born, they should be kept with their mother for at least 8 weeks.
This will give them time to nurse and learn how to care for themselves.



Health

Nigerian Dwarf goats are generally healthy animals, but they are
susceptible to a few common diseases. These diseases include:

* Caprine arthritis encephalitis (CAE) * Johne's disease * Listeriosis *
Mastitis

It is important to vaccinate your goats against these diseases and to
practice good biosecurity to prevent their spread.

Raising Nigerian Dwarf goats can be a rewarding experience. These goats
are friendly, easy to care for, and they can make great pets or milk
producers. If you are interested in raising Nigerian Dwarf goats, be sure to
do your research and learn as much as you can about their care and
management. With proper care, your goats will thrive and provide you with
years of enjoyment.
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